Scooter engine diagram

From FleaBay to Craigslist to sketchy local dealers to the Flea markets all around the world in a
million minor variations there are a ton of Chinese-made scooters out there with a common
drive train design. There's no single brand name for these since they're imported under tons of
different badges and brands, but the core drive train and usually frame is the same, and these
motors, in both their 50cc and cc variants are known as the GY It's widely thought and
frequently marketed as a clone of a Honda design, but is in fact a Chinese original design,
though some of the plants producing these motors use former Honda manufacturing
equipment. When properly prepared and worn-in these scooters are cost-effective, relatively
simple, and relatively cheap and easy to maintain, and even fairly reliable with proper
maintenance. Unfortunately they are often left inoperable by owners that don't know how to
maintain them, poor dealer set-up, and a few cheaply made parts. There are many places online
which can be of lots of help when trying to work on or understand these scooters, but it's fairly
hard to know where to look for help, doubly so if you don't understand the way it works. To that
end, I'm going to explain from start to finish how the drive train on a 50cc GY6 scooter works,
part by part. Most of this info can be applied to other motorcycles, scooters, and cars, and since
these scooters are designed to be so simple they're a great place to learn from as well. So
without further Adieu, lets look at the air box! The air box AKA air filter box and air filter hose is
the first point in making power for the scooter. It then filters the air with an oil-soaked foam air
filter. The oil and generally porous nature of the filter allow air to flow through but catch the vast
majority of trash in the air. The air filter box will also usually have a small hose feeding into it
from the front of the motor for gases building pressure in the motor to be burned off rather than
just allowing them to vent into the air as an emission control mechanism. Carburetors are the
point where the engine's fuel and air are mixed together. The ratio of this mixture is very
important as too little will make the motor run hot or not at all and too much will make the
engine run poorly or not at all. When you hit the throttle you're allowing more fuel and air into
the motor so it can burn with a bigger bang and make more power. That's the jist of it, but repair
and modification of the way carbs work at the best of times requires some knowledge,
disassembly, and a can of carb cleaner, but at the worst of times especially when trying to push
more power out of them requires tuning, an understanding of the Venturi Effect, some math,
research, and a little bit of luck and black magic. The GY-6 carb has an electric choke as well,
which is what the wire on it is attached to. This generally reduces the amount of air going into
the motor some until it warms up, making it easier for the motor to start up when it's cold. Some
people have reported this choke to be problematic, though it hasn't been in my experience with
about 6 different scooters. When trying to troubleshoot it, make sure it's insides are thoroughly
cleaned and none of the carb's small brass orifices are obstructed. Definitely a viable option.
The intake manifold is essentially a rubber coated piece of aluminum pipe that connects the
carb to the motor. It's held in place by two nuts for the motor and a hose clamp for the carb.
Like the air box over time the rubber can become hardened and make it difficult to put the carb
back on when you pull it off. Below the intake manifold is the heat separator. It's essentially a
piece of plastic that keeps the engine's heat from making the carb too hot to behave properly
and is just between the intake manifold and "top" of the motor. The whole point of the cylinder
part of the motor is to blow up gas in a closed space. Do it wrong and the motor can either
catch fire, knock holes in places that shouldn't have holes, bend the valves, or just not work at
all. Luckily this isn't something you need to mess with hardly ever. The engine's spinning is tied
precisely to the time the valves opena and close, and they're essentially gates to either let air
and fuel in, or let burned gas out. When it's done at the right time. More on how that timing is
done later, but that's enough for now. GY-6 scooters, cars, lawn mowers, and most motorcycles
and boat motors run as four-stroke not to be confused with four-cylinder engines. This means
that for every time a cylinder makes power to spin the wheels it needs to go through four steps.
The first step is known as the intake stroke. This can also be thought of as the more lewd "suck
stroke" where the piston of the motor goes down, creating a void which sucks air and fuel into
the motor through it's open intake valve. After this the intake and exhaust valves are closed for
the next stroke of the engine. The next step in making that gas turn into turning wheels is the
compression stroke. The air and fuel mixture is smashed into an area between 8 and 10 times
smaller than when the piston is all the way down. Being so tightly packed will actually make the
mixture more easily combusted, and is part of what makes diesel motors work. Get the mixture
too squished and it'll combust on it's own. So now you've got gas, you've mixed it with some
clean air, and you've squashed it like a vaporous sardine. What do you do with it now? Blow it
up of course! Welcome to the power stroke. Once the piston has squished the air and fuel just
about as much as it can it'll set off a spark from the spark plug, which will make the contents of
the cylinder combust. This rapidly makes that gas take up a lot more space, which makes the
motor's piston go flying "downward". This is the point where the actual power of the engine is

made. If you've missed out on getting the amount of air or fuel right, having the mixture
squished tight enough, or haven't given it a spark at the right time, your motor will not run. So
now you've gotten your gas as burnt as it'll get, it's gaseous leftovers need to be gotten out of
the cylinder before you can let in a fresh load of fuel and air. Luckily after your piston got
pushed down it's coming back up anyway and all you need to do is make a hole for it to go out
of. That's where the exhaust valve comes in. It opens and allows exhaust out, then closes so
there's no high-pressure in the motor to prevent the next revoltions of the engine from being
able to do their thing. Now we're just about done mucking around inside the motor's
power-making-areas, but explosions tend to be kinda loud, so we should probably do
something about that so the neighbors don't throw things So now that your scooter's made it's
power, you've got to let the exhaust out. Mufflers are always a trade-off between allowing
minimally obstructed engine flow and keeping exhaust noise down. Mufflers use bouncing
pressure waves and thick metal walls as a way to disrupt and muffle hence the name the noise
made by the engine. People often frequently see that exhaust studs, bolts, and nuts will
sometimes back out and fall off, Usually without much warning, so I'd highly suggest putting
some lock-tite on all exhaust parts and keeping an eye on the header nuts the part where the
exhaust mounts to the motor , and the muffler mounting bolt s so your muffler doesn't fall clean
off of the scooter. Aside from that it's a fairly maintenance free part. So now that you've got a
piston popping up and down, how do you make that up and down piston turn into a continually
spinning wheel? Also your piston is an fairly heavy thing moving back and forth thousands of
times a minute. That's enough weight to try and shake itself to bits. To solve both of those
problems you use a crankshaft, and here's how: 1: The crankshaft is counter-weighted to
compensate for the weight of the piston 2: The crankshaft also spins around and around to
allow the up and down motion of the piston to be translated into rotational energy, which can be
fed into the transmission. The below GIF shows how a four cylinder engine's crank works, it
works the same with three fewer pistons as well. The second image is an actual GY6 crank
shaft. See how the top of the real crank has a large cast iron chunk? That's there to offset the
weight of the piston flailing back and forth. You've turned potential chemical energy in the
gasoline into rotational kinetic energy at the crank shaft. Unfortunately you've still gotta do a
couple more things to make sure the motor can keep spinning. Without a stator you won't be
keeping a spark going to the spark plug once the battery's drained, and without a Rotor your
motor can't push through it's own compression and will idle out unless you're holding the
throttle. So lets go over those shall we? Rotor: The rotor serves 3 purposes, first as a weight,
which gives the crank shaft enough momentum to push through the parts of the 4 stroke cycle
where it's not making power see step BANG! The rotor of pretty much any motorcycle or
scooter engine will look like a hefty steel bundt cake pan. The inner wall of the rotor is lined with
the magnet that induces the flux that collects in the coils of the stator that makes the power that
charges the battery and runs the scooters electrical system. And the green grass grows all
around all around. Stator: As I said, the stator's job is to suck power via magnetic flux from the
rotor's magnet and provide it to the scooter's electrical system. To do this it uses at least one
but usually several coils of wire which pick up that charge and pass it forward as and AC
voltage usually somewhere between The stator also has a sensor the small black plastic bit in
the picture which tells the CDI when to set off the spark in the spark plug. There are
performance kits that use a lighter rotor and which flip the positions of the rotor and stator, but
the power gained for the amount of smooth idling lost is nowhere near worth it IMHO. Lets talk
about valves. Well lets talk about them again anyway, more specifically about their adjustment.
While the GY-6 can be a very reliable engine for what it costs, I've bought and fixed several
scooters which baffled and befuddled their previous owners who got disgusted with trying to
chase what they thought were battery, spark plug, carb, and other problems, but for which they
couldn't fix. The scooter ran fine then it ran not-fine, then it ran weird, then it didn't run at all is
the usual story, and the culprit? The valves. The valve clearance adjustment screws to be
precise. The valve clearance is the amount of space between the rocker arm which pushes the
valve open and the top of the valve itself when the valve should be closed. With normal
bigger-brand scooters and motorcycles, it's considered standard practice to set this height as
part of pre-sale setup or pre-delivery inspection PDI. Unfortunately for the GY-6's reputation this
is far less commonly done and is usually left to the owner to ensure is done correctly. When
you order a crate scooter online or from a local dealer who simply ordered a shipping container
of scooters, pulled them out of the crate, and started selling them you're relying on the factory
valve setting to be correct. While normally it's good enough to run fine out of the crate, and
usually close enough to do so for a few hundred to a couple thousand miles, as the motor
wears in the exhaust and sometimes the intake valve will tighten up, robbing the motor of
compression and eventually leaving it too open to run at all. So how do you fix this? With the lid

off of a pudding cup of course! Actually a proper feeler gauge between. The important thing is
to set it to where the rockers aren't touching the valves when the motor is at top dead center
TDC. It'll save you some fuel economy and power and save you the headache of
troubleshooting other problems when they come up which present similarly to out of spec
valves. Yee-Haw pardner! Ya'll dun got yerselves some power running top to bottom in that thar
motor. Now whucha gone do with it? Once your motor is running, you have to deliver it's power
to the rear wheel when you want it, and in ratio you want it. It takes the power from the motor
and runs a drive belt between two pulleys. When you're Idling the front one is small and the rear
one is big. As you speed up the motor a centrifugal clutch kicks in, making it connect the rear
pulley to the wheel and away you go! Speed up some more and the front pulley gets bigger
while the rear pulley gets smaller. This allows the power made by the engine to stay at a low
ratio think low gear in a car at lower speeds where more torque is needed and a higher ratio
think 4th gear in a car to allow the scooter to go higher speeds. The neat trick though is this is
all done automatically by weights in the clutch's housing, so all the user has to do is twist the
throttle and go. Need more torque going up a hill? It'll adjust down some. Running on a flat road
and trying to go as quick as you can? It'll adjust accordingly. If your motor is ever running fine,
but it just isn't moving at all, double check that the belt hasn't broken. A worn belt will also
change shape over time and not be able to get into the highest drive ratios, which means you'll
lose top speed. Also of note: there's a small gear box between the wheel and the CVT which
needs to have it's gear oil changed from time to time as well. I'd suggest changing it with 90
weight gear oil every oil change or two though it's supposed to be safe for much longer. If you
never do it'll eventually lock up the gears and then you're in trouble. That's right. With fuel
mixed, burned, turned into turning, transmitted and inducted, pulleyed and geared, you can
finally twist the throttle and go for a spin around the block. Just make sure you hold in the brake
handle when you start the motor since there's a safety switch on it, and don't ride on bald,
dry-rotten cracked , or flat tires and you're all set. They're cheap and more reliable than stock.
Another thing too: the stock batteries on GY6 scooters tend to be pretty darn weak, so if you
can kick start it fine but the it's not electric starting go to a local battery shop not an online
dealer selling the original Chinese batteries and ask for a 7ABS size battery. Most stores won't
have a cross reference for the stock batteries let alone the million different aliases the GY-6
family of scooters runs under. Like I said in the beginning, most of the information in this
Instructable can be used on other scooters, motorcycles, and other 4 stroke engines aside from
the specific quirks of these scooters in particular. Feel free to ask if you have any questions or
look online for the various GY6 forums out there as they are a font of knowledge and far better
than any Chinglish manual that may or more likely may not have come with your scooter. Have
fun and be safe out there! Question 10 hours ago. Mezclarlo con el castrol. Pero revisabdo el
aceite note que le falta Reply 3 months ago. Have you considered that when the drive belt
snapped that I may have effected the valve settings or something along those lines? Question 5
months ago on Introduction. I have a tao tao and this is the 2nd time it has shut off on me when
i m riding but i have changed the carb alfeady. I really need help I have an ice bear 49cc gy6
same as tao Tao. Cvt belt broke and I replaced it it was losing top end speed right before it
broke with a good one Gates, and also changed out the roller weights again, and I still can't get
it to top speed. Engine runs fine and idles fine And it's getting gas because it's going through it.
Not sure what's going on but it revs fine and gas good take off but flattens out. Like it doesn't
go into top gear at all. Noticed excessive brake dust on the front wheel lately and the front
brakes barely work. Question 7 months ago on Step Question 7 months ago. That pic step 14 i
bought that exact motor what does that silver tube on the top of the head. Connect too? And it
rides good at first then when u let off gas it feels like the brakes are on wants to s t op fast then
dies. Let it sit starts up fine. I dont get it. Question 2 years ago on Step Answer 7 months ago.
I'm having the same problem with the cdi's it's supposed be a AC system but I hooked up a dc
cdi and it worked but wouldnt run when I tried to apply throttle. Answer 1 year ago. Why won't
the AC cdi work when it's a AC system. But when I hook up a dc cdi it runs but not good. It
shudders when I apply throttle. I'm confused. Question 11 months ago. I have a gator S moped
what can I do to get my moped back tire to go forward I can only push it backwards. Question
11 months ago on Introduction. My back tire on my moped is not moving forward but I can push
it backwards what's can I do to fixed the problem and can low gear oil be the problem. Question
1 year ago on Step Question 2 years ago on Step 1. I have a gy6 that when the rocker vent tube
is attached to the airbox wont start. If disconnected, it will. If the tube is attached after starting,
the engine slows but doesnt always die. Can be revved and drive, but cant be restarted with the
tube attached It sounds as if you have air restriction somewhere. Check all your vacuum lines
and air filter box. Question 2 years ago on Introduction. I have a 50cc gy6 Tao Tao moped when
you try to start it the engine has like a Puff of air come out back of carb and won't do nothing

else won't start what could be the problem I had brand new carb from Amazon cause carb was
clogged when bought it carb was on it less month kept having clean it and gas tank kept
clogging back up every few days then got so soon unclogged it instantly clogged up kept
cleaning it then eventually cause wouldn't start used carb off my other moped twin to it on it
now just get Puff air out back carb and carb was working good on other moped rode it daily
please help have not one but two moped 50cc moped gy6 engine having issues getting either
started now and it's only ride we have. It sounds like your intake valve is stuck open. So the
compression from the cylinder is just blowing right up out the intake. Romove your valve cover
and take a peep. By carpespasm Follow. More by the author:. Did you make this project? Share
it with us! I Made It! Answer Upvote. Reply Upvote. I have a 49cc TaoTao scooter how do I know
if my belt broke or if I locked up my gears. HowardW32 Question 2 years ago on Step CjbryantB
HowardW32 Answer 7 months ago. CjbryantB Question 7 months ago. Muddeye Question 11
months ago. Muddeye Question 11 months ago on Introduction. TracyJ42 hreynolds1 Answer 1
year ago. BrookeJ14 Question 2 years ago on Introduction. TracyJ42 BrookeJ14 Answer 1 year
ago. The first set of numbers above is the scooter engine code. The secondary number below is
the engine's unique identification numbers engine registration numbers. The three digits and
three letters set that follows is the important engine code that will cover here, and how to
decipher these six-character codes. All GY6 engines are a single-cylinder with a single-piston,
so this number will always be unoâ€”one. So, parts are interchangeable as long as both are
replaced cylinder and cylinder head from 1P and non-P. But why? Because their so many
upgrades available for non-P type engines include performance camshaft, etc. This shows the
uno cylinder piston size in millimeters, for example, if the engine code is ".. You can see there
room for a bigger cylinder skirt thus's piston size upgrade for the QMJ engine. Another
example: if it was a QMB the "39" would mean that it has a 39mm piston with a cylinder outer
skirt of The sixth letter thereafter is code for engine displacement size measure in "cc" cubic
centimeter. See the table below. Notice as each alphabetical order B-to-Y so is the engine
displacement CC increases incrementally 10cc, 15cc, 25cc, 50cc, and cc. Now, you can read and
decipher most of GY6's engine code out there. If you could let me know. I have 3 other engines
as well clearly marked. I have a go cart with bad right no compression. The motor number is
BD1P I need to order new rings. Thanks what size is motor. Ive seen a video on youtube that the
p code gy6 50cc id actually a 64 cc engine.. How does a person figure out which motor to order
for a Menards ys with a gy6 cc motor it doesnt seem like anyone wants to own up to this fine
piece of equipment. After getting a coil that worked off a Johnson boat motor, a solenoid off a
ford pu it doesnt have enough compression to get rpms out of it. Is there a long block available
for this beast.. Menards knows nothing! I just bought a VIP challenger motor last night. Just
checked the motor code an mine must be a Roketa as well. Cause we got matching codes. I was
trying to see what the difference is cause my icebear rocket has a 80cc bore an not giving the
response like it should. But it's a short case motor. The one I bought is a long case motor.
Investing too much in items an kinda wonder if motors or long cases or longer drive belt an
longer drive shaft would e better than a short case smaller driveshaft. Greatly appreciated. Hi
Freddie. I see you have the exact motor as I do. Did you ever figure anything out on it? Also was
it by chance on a cc Helix go kart? Hey, wondering if you could help me. I have a little Sundiro
Chinese quad. It seems to be very similar to a gy6 engine. The oil fill cap is mounted to the valve
cover. It also has a sight glass on the bottom left hand side cover to determine the oil level. The
case number is ae I can send some pictures as well. Appreciate any help. Sundiro Honda
Motorcycle Co. Vehicles manufactured in mainland China will start with an "L". The motor
doesnt have a code on the bottom side of the case like most. Hoping someone can help. I have
a cc Helix go kart. Serial number on gy6 motor is JL1P57F ??? Nothing non P will work, ie cams,
head, cyl. There are no cyl or head upgrades for P code. You will need to change the cyl and
head to use any of the NON- P performance parts. You didn't say what parts you need. Most of
the performance parts, header, carbs, intakes, aircleaner boxes, ect will work on your P code
engine. You can use up to a 26mm Mikuni. That include everything, but header and muffler.
Those upgrades and puttin 10gram weights in your variator and a yellow spring in your clutch. It
will wake your scooter right up. Engine HF03E And what kind of moped it would go on. How is
that going to advance or retard the timing? If you set the cam with the timing marks lined up
and the crank at tdc then the timing will be correct. In my case, it would be Advanced. Cam
height has no bearing on cam timing. Btw, the chain tensioner will also make up for the minimal
difference in chain tension. I was told the ATV was 90cc also did some homework and found out
that is a short case because I only have 8bolts that hold the belt side case. I would like to know
how big I can upgrade the piston and sleeve without change valve train. I ordered a no name atv
gy6 cc but got a qml with a taotao manufacturer sticker. My Taotao targa cc has identified on
the engine as QML? Anyone else who knows or has info on it, please help. I looked every place

and only found out that it might be a B block? I have the same problem and the same exact
number. I only learned that I might have a K series which is supposedly a European style??? It
needs a while new harness. Any help. I have a qmb scooter which is a 50cc and the motor
mount is on the bottom of the case. Im trying to decipher the engine codes to get a cc short
case that has the engine mount on the bottom as opposed to the top tabs by the starter. Anyone
know what exhaust fits this engine thanks. Got a top end kit for but the timing chain bolt holes
don't line up qmj what is stamped on case what did I order wrong it said for cc. Hello my
question is a simple one or it should be Been struggling with this dilemma for a while now and I
just need to know if final drive shaft that the rear wheel goes onto
danelectro 1984
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is the same for all gy6 engines cc and up. Thanks in advance. Unfortunatly as two montj have
passed by no one is able To give me any advice on which head I could fit, every seller even from
Aliexpress do not offer any advice. Would be posible To fit a gy6 engine on this SYM
symphony? I appriciate any advice. Main Menu. Your Cart. Tags: 40qmb , qmb , 50qmf , qmi ,
bnqmj , qmj , 1p57qmj , fma , vefm2a ,. Related Products Quickview. This complete Power Pack
comes with a.. Add Wishlist Compare It. This complete Power Pa.. The crankcase bore is 70mm
and can fit 57mm B-Block 67mm cylinder.. The crankcase bore is 70mm and can fit 57mm
B-Block 67mm cylinder a.. Big Ern:. John M floyd:. Marc Kroger:. Johnie light:. Koedy child:.
Chris Dreiling:. Jeff Williams:. Joshua M VonOgden:. Manuel Marinho:. Richard Marchion:. Ch
Hin Gy Justin Bechtel:. Daniel Humphrey:. Denis Riekstins:. Allen Morgan:. Daniel Brown:. John
Miller:. Casper Poczapsky:. Weston Atlantic:. Leave a Comment Your Name. Web Site.

